Press release

CM Labs at CONEXPO 2017 – Product Preview
CM Labs Simulations to showcase entry-level and completely immersive simulators, running
CM Labs’ full catalogue of crane and earth-moving equipment operator training modules.
Montreal, QC, February 1, 2017 — At CONEXPO 2017 (Las Vegas, March 7–11, booth G72413
in the Gold Hall), CM Labs Simulations will showcase its immersive Vortex Advantage simulator,
running tower crane, mobile crane, overhead crane, boom truck, wheel loader, backhoe loader,
and excavator operator training modules. CM Labs will also launch their new professional-grade
entry-level training simulator.
New desktop simulator paves the way for professional-grade
simulation training for the entire classroom
Optimally designed for a classroom environment, this new simulator
mounts conveniently on a desktop and makes it easier than ever for
training organisations to deploy CM Labs’ full range of construction
equipment training modules and maximise operator seat time.
Vortex Advantage training simulator
The immersive Vortex Advantage
construction crane and heavy equipment
simulator is designed for maximum training
flexibility. Features include:
 1, 3, or 5 displays (with rotation for 3-display option)
 Optional motion platform
 Hot-swappable control sets and pedals
 Operator training modules for mobile crane, tower crane,
overhead crane, boom truck, backhoe loader, wheel
loader, excavator
Lifting and earthmoving equipment training modules
CM Labs’ full catalogue of lifting and earthmoving training modules is ready to run on any Vortex
simulator. Each module assures complete, effective simulator training, thanks to progressive
learning exercises, objective trainee performance metrics, and best-of-class equipment
simulation.
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Also exhibiting at booth G72413: CM Labs’ CONEXPO training partner OETIO (Operating
Engineers Training Institute of Ontario). A leader in the training field, OETIO has been using
Vortex simulators for over 10 years in their world-class facilities.

About CM Labs Simulations

CM Labs builds simulation-based solutions to help clients design advanced equipment
and prepare for skilled operations. Through its Vortex Studio platform, CM Labs provides
capabilities for training simulators, mission rehearsal, serious games, virtual prototyping,
and testing. Today, CM Labs is the leading vendor for simulation-based training in the
construction industry. With over 1,000 simulators in 30 countries using Vortex software,
it has become the de facto standard for the industry.
For two years in a row, CM Labs was named to the prestigious Deloitte Technology Fast
500TM and among the fastest growing technology companies in in North America. The
company’s markets are global – working with established leaders as well as emerging
market trailblazers. A few of its prestigious customers include Honda, Hitachi, John
Deere, Liebherr, NASA, and Volvo.
Vortex™ is a Canadian registered trademark of CM Labs Simulations Inc. CM Labs
Simulations is ISO 9001:2008 certified.
For more information, visit http://www.cm-labs.com/discover-vortex-simulators-atconexpo-2017
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